Design
Unmistakable

The unmistakable V-Gard “V” has a very important role in its performance.

The iconic “V” gives the hard hat a unique profile which enables it to deflect objects and provide added protection in the event of impact, as it increases the distance between the contact object and the head of the user.

Quality
100% Lot Tested

The quality and high performance of the V-Gard are 100% lot tested to ensure they meet MSA’s, and more importantly your, quality standards.

Produced in 100% virgin high-density polyethylene, V-Gard is guaranteed to have the rigidity and elasticity needed to absorb impact, successfully meeting all the requirements of ANSI Z89.1 and CSA Z94.1. As well as high performance, the quality of its raw materials grants the shell a service life of up to five years.

Complete Solution
Guaranteed flexibility

Years of research and development have given V-Gard the very best in product engineering.

As a world leader in head protection, MSA develops accessories all over the world for the widest range of industrial applications. That’s how V-Gard has become a safety platform to which a variety of accessories needed for total head protection can be attached.

Class E
Approved for electrical through ANSI Z89.1 & CSA Z94.1

V-Gard Hat
Class E Type I

V-Gard Cap
Class E Type I

V-Gard 500, Non-Vented
Class E Type I

V-Gard Super V
Class E Type II

V-Gard Green
Class E Type I
Fas-Trac® III

Ratchet Suspension

Provides exceptional comfort, reducing pressure points while increasing stability.

1 Touch®

Suspension

Getting a better helmet fit is easier thanks to this one-handed, adjustable helmet suspension system.

Staz-On®

Suspension

Designed for easy clip-in to the V Gard hat or cap shell, users can adjust the liner for a secure and comfortable fit.

Self-Adjusting Straps

Shock-absorption system

The double bands/straps fitted to the Fas-Trac III Suspension maximize quality and comfort while helping to keep you safe.

The principle function of the double straps is to absorb energy in the event of impact, distributing it to the four support points, at the same time as it embraces the user’s head, forming a shock-absorbing system. In addition, it only has a single stitching point, which makes equipment inspection easier and helps to provide for the everyday safety of the worker.

Sizes

Greater coverage

Only a market leader understands the need for greater coverage in pursuit of satisfying all workers.

As well as being extremely comfortable, the MSA V-Gard cap and suspension system come in three different sizes, offering the widest range of fit in the market (6”–8 1/2”), helping to provide the perfect fit for a diverse work force.

Sweatband

Based on comfort

For MSA, it’s not efficient if it’s not comfortable.

The basis for everything is comfort, and that’s why MSA is always looking for new technologies and solutions that meet the demands of an ever changing workforce. With the aim of absorbing the maximum amount of the user’s sweat, the sweatband on the Fas-Trac III Suspension is made of a coated and perforated foam, which together ensure absorption, sweat evaporation, worker comfort, and easy cleaning. The sweatband fitted to the V-Gard is supplied stitched-on, to avoid the loss or unnecessary replacement of items.

Logo Express® enables your company’s logo to be printed on up to four sides of the helmet in two different sizes.

Personalize each and every helmet with not only the company logo but the wearer’s name, title, years of service, and more!

Talk to our team for more information.
Note: This Bulletin contains only a general description of the products shown. While product uses and performance capabilities are generally described, the products shall not, under any circumstances, be used by untrained or unqualified individuals. The products shall not be used until the product instructions/user manual, which contains detailed information concerning the proper use and care of the products, including any warnings or cautions, have been thoroughly read and understood. Specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

MSA operates in over 40 countries worldwide. To find an MSA office near you, please visit MSAsafety.com/offices.